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DISCOVERY EXPEDITION TIMELINE 

 

1901 

6 August 1901   Discovery sets sail from Dundee  
29 November 1901  Discovery arrives in New Zealand (via Cape Town) 
21 December 1901  Discovery sets sail from Lyttelton Harbour, New Zealand 
 

1902 
9 January 1902  Discovery arrives at Cape Adare and there is a brief landing to examine the                                                 
                                               remains of Borchgrevink's camp 
30 January 1902 King Edward VII Land named (following a sail along the Victoria Land coast to 

McMurdo Sound and a message pick up at Cape Crozier) 
4 February 1902  Observation balloon surveys on the Barrier 
8 February 1902 Discovery is anchored at the Southern Limit of McMurdo Sound, which is named 

Winter Quarters Bay 
Feb-Aug 1902 Work ashore includes putting up expedition huts, preparation of equipment and 

stores, magnetic and meterological observations, scientists busy in laboratories, 
amateur theatricals, lectures, publishing a newspaper called the South Polar 
Times (edited by Shackleton) and outside pursuits including football on the ice 

            Discovery is frozen into the sea ice as the men continue to live and work aboard              
                                               ship using their main hut as a storeroom and shelter 
Sep-Oct 1902              Trial sledge runs 
                                               Equipment and rations testing 
                                               A party under Royds travels to Cape Crozier and discovers an Emperor Penguin         
                                               colony 
                                               Another party under Armitage travels to the mountains to the west, returning in   
                                               October with the expedition's first symptoms of scurvy 
2 November 1902 Scott, Wilson and Shackleton leave with dogs and supporting parties "to get as 

far south in a straight line on the Barrier ice as we can, reach the Pole if possible, 
or find some new land" 

11 November 1902  A supporting party passes Borchgrevink's Farthest South record of 78°50' 
15 November 1902 Scott, Wilson and Shackleton begin relaying their loads - travelling 3 miles for 

every mile of southward progress. Wilson is forced to kill the weakest dogs as 
food for the others while the men struggle with early symptoms of scurvy, snow 
blindness and frostbite  

25 December 1902 The three men celebrate Christmas Day with double rations and a Christmas 
pudding that Shackleton has kept for the occasion, hidden with his socks 

30 December 1902  They reach their Furthest South at 82°17'S 

 
1903 
14 January 1903 Now on the return journey to the ship, Wilson’s diary entry acknowledges that 

"we all have slight, though definite symptoms of scurvy" 
                                               Shackleton collapses and is unable to pull, walking alongside Scott and Wilson  
                                               and being carried by them on the sledge 
3 February 1903  The party reach the ship which has been re-stocked by the relief ship Morning 

during their absence. Discovery remains icebound. The RGS authorises another 
year for Scott and his party at the Pole. Some of the party return home on the 
Morning including Shackleton 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scurvy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farthest_South
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Feb-Oct 1903 Preparations for the second main journey of the expedition: an ascent of the 
western mountains and exploration of the interior of Victoria Land 

26 October 1903 After a false start due to faulty sledges, a party including Scott, Lashly and Edgar 
Evans set out 

13 November 1903 After being held in camp for more than a week by blizzards, they reach the 
summit of a large glacier which they name after the party’s Geologist, Ferrar 

14-29 November 1903 They march on, discover the Polar Plateau and become the first party to travel 
on it. The geological and supporting parties turn back and Scott, Evans and 
Lashly continue westward across the featureless plain for another 8 days  

30 November 1903 They reach their most westerly point 
31 Nov to 23 Dec 1903 They turn back and endure a return journey with lost navigational tables, no 

landmarks, low supplies and weather conditions which limit them to distances of 
no more than 1 mile an hour. Scott and Evans survived a potentially fatal fall into 
a crevasse on the Ferrar Glacier but they do discover the rare Antarctic 
phenomenon of a snow-free area or dry valley 

24 December 1903 They arrive back at Discovery 
                                               Several other journeys have been completed during their absence including                                                 
                                               Royds and Bernacchi travelling for 31 days on the Barrier in a SE direction to  
                                               make observations and take further magnetic readings; a party exploring the  
                                               Koettlitz Glacier to the south-west, and Wilson travelling to Cape Crozier to  
                                               observe the Emperor Penguin colony at close quarters 
 

1904 
5 January 1904 Morning returns with a second ship, the Terra Nova, and Scott begins to transfer 

his scientific specimens to them 
6 – 31 January 1904             Explosives and sawing parties are used to try and break up the ice around  
                                               Discovery, but she remains icebound, two miles from the relief ships 
10 February 1904 Scott considers abandoning Discovery 
14 February 1904 Most of the ice suddenly breaks up and Morning and Terra Nova are at last able 

to sail alongside Discovery 
16 February 1904  A final explosive charge removes the remaining ice 
17 February 1904  Discovery begins its return journey home  
10 September 1904  Discovery docks in Portsmouth 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_Plateau
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McMurdo_Dry_Valleys
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koettlitz_Glacier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terra_Nova_(ship)

